PORTABLE
SOLUTIONS

Counter Drone

DroneGun MKIII ™ & RfPatrol™
RfPatrol is a highly versatile, wearable drone detection device. When combined
with DroneGun MKIII it provides the user with maximum situational awareness
in a range environments. RfPatrol continuously scans omnidirectionally up to
1km (Line of Sight) and immediately alerts the user of incoming drones.
The user is provided with real-time information on each drone, including Make,
Model and Signal Strength. If an aerial threat is identified, DroneGun MKIII is
deployed to neutralise the target at a range of up to 1km. Providing a highly
mobile and compact counter drone system.
Both devices utilise a 10.8VDC NATO-standard military grade battery.

RfPatrol™
Voltage: 10.8VDC
Detection Range: 1.0km
Battery Life: 10+ hrs
Operating Temperature: -20oC to +60oC
Unit Weight: 740g
Detects: Drone Video & Control Links
User Feedback: Visual, Haptic, Audible
Technology: Software Defined Radio
Detection Time: <5 secs (known frequency)

RfPatrolTM

DroneGun MKIII™
Voltage: 10.8VDC
Effective Distance: Up to 1km
Battery Life: 1hr+ (Aggregate operational time)
Unit Weight: 1.95kg
Effective Frequency Bands:
2.4GHz ISM, 5.8GHz ISM
433MHz (Operator Toggle)
915MHz (Operator Toggle)
GNSS L2 & L1 (Operator Toggle; GPS, GLONASS,
BeiDou, Galileo)

DroneGun MKIIITM
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DEPLOYED
SOLUTIONS

Counter Drone

DroneSentinel& DroneSentry
DroneSentinel (detection only) collates the output from multiple integrated sensors
(Radar, Radio Frequency, OR and IR Camera), with a sensor fusion software engine
that compiles and analyses environmental data in real-time. DroneSentinel
combines Radar and Radio Frequency sensors to provide accurate, reliable
detections, supplemented by optical verification through the PTZ camera.
DroneSentry includes the full DroneSentinel system, with the addition of
countermeasure capabilities through DroneCannon devices.
Anti-Swarm Capable: Effectively disables multiple incoming drone threats
Automatic Defeat: System can automatically disable drones flying into designated
defeat zones setup by the operator.
Modular: Integrates with RadarOne & RadarTwo for increased radar detection ranges

RadarZero:
90° 3D radar, 4 units
for 360°
detection up to 1km

DroneOpt:
OR up to 1km and IR
up to
380m

RfOne:
360° RF (4 panels),
detection up to 5km

DroneCannon:
Drone disruption
functionality up
to 1.5km
DroneOpt

RadarZero
RfOne

DroneShieldComplete GUI
DroneShieldComplete GUI is an enterprise grade software management tool that
collates data from multiple sensors, compiling live information to the interface.
Real-time Alerts: Complete GUI provides real-time alerts to the operator
Customised Reports: Generate custom reports, collating detections and flight data
for evidence gathering
System Monitoring: High uptime standard for DroneShield systems
Automation Capabilities: Automated detect and defeat reduces the need for
continuous operator oversight of the system
Threat Replay: Recorded detections can be replayed to assist in presenting
evidence during prosecution

DroneShield Complete (GUI) displaying live drone detection data

DroneCannon

DroneShield Complete (GUI) customisable reports

droneshield.com

Layered Protection

Tiered Counter
Drone solutions

End-to-end Site Protection
DroneSentry provides complete, end-to-end protection of
medium to large sites utilizing Radar, RF tracking and
automated countermeasures. DroneShieldComplete GUI allows
multiple installation points to be networked, providing
operators with full site detection and response capabilities.

DroneSentry360
DroneShieldComplete (GUI) showing large airport site coverage

RF Only Protection
RF only systems such as DroneSentinel and RfZero provide
comprehensive site awareness for environments subject to legal
restrictions around countermeasures. DroneSentinel provides
accurate drone positioning when two or more installation points
are used. RfZero provides a low cost alternative for medium
sized sites that require omnidirectional drone detection.

DroneSentinel90
DroneSentinel360

DroneShieldComplete (GUI) showing a medium sized prison site

RfZero

Portable Protection
DroneShield portable products allow operators to maintain situational
awareness and response capabilities while on the move. DroneShield
offers both man-portable devices (DroneGun Tactical, DroneGun MKIII,
RfPatrol) and vehicle-portable devices (DroneSentry-X).

DroneGun MKIII

RfPatrol

DroneGun Tactical

DroneSentry-X

DroneShield portable products suit mobile operators in a
range of challenging environments

info@droneshield.com
Based in Sydney Australia, UK and USA. DroneShield is a worldwide leader in drone detection and
countermeasure technologies. The Company has developed the pre-eminent drone detection solution that
protects people, organisations and critical infrastructure from intrusion from drones. Its leadership brings
world-class expertise in engineering and physics, combined with deep experience in defence, intelligence,
and aerospace. DroneShield designs detection and countermeasure systems that use highly specialised
technology to achieve levels of precision and sensitivity that are not possible with other methods.

Disclaimer:
DroneGun MKIII, DroneGun Tactical, DroneSentry X and DroneCannon have not been authorised as required by
the federal communications commission (“FCC”). These devices are not, and may not be, offered for sale or
lease, or sold or leased, in the United States, other than to the United States government, its agencies, and its
properly delegated representatives, until such authorization is obtained. The use of these products in the
United States by other persons or entities, including, in certain circumstances state or local government
agencies, is prohibited by federal law. Laws limiting the availability of these products to certain types of users
may apply in other jurisdictions, and any sales will be conducted only in compliance with the applicable laws.
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